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Abstract The wave equation analysis of driven piles is presented with a comparison of
the Smith and Case damping approach and a discussion of cmventional soil
input parameters. The cushion model is explained, and the difference in
definition between the commercially available computer protrams is pointed
out. Some views are given m the variability of the wave equatim analysis
when used h practice, and it is recommended that results shouH always be
presented in a range of values as corresponding to the relevant ranges of the
input data.

A brief background is given to the Case-Goble system of field measurements
and analysis of pile driving. Limitations are given to the fieb evaluation of
the mobil ized capacity. The CAPWAP laboratory computer analysis of
dynamic measurements is explahed, and the advantages of this method over
conventional wave equation analysis are discussed. The influence of resiCual
loads m the CAPWAPdetermined bearing capacity is indicated.

This paper gives a background to the use in North America of the Wave Eguation
Analysis and Dynamic Monitoring in modern engineering desigt and installatim of
driven piles. The purpose of the paper is not to provlle a comprehensive state-of-the-
art, but to present a review and discussion of aspects, which practisint civil engineers
need to know in order to understand the possibilities, as well as the limitations, of the
dynamic methods in pile foundation design and quality control and insPection.

The Wave Equation Analvsis

Longitudinal wave transmissions and solutions to wave equations have been lnown by
mat6ematicians for almost a century. Fifty years ago, Isaacs (1931) pointed out that
wave action occurred in a pile after impact and that wave mechanics could be used to
analyse pile driving. A solution to the medimensional wave equatim, as applied to pile
driving, was first published by Glanvil le et al. (1938). However, before the existence of
computers, the solutions were not practical. About thirty years ago, E. A. L. Smith
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388 J. AUTHIER and B.H. FELLENIUS

developed a mathematical model for an analysis suitable for computer solution. Later,
he also developed a computer program, which has become the basis for all modem wave
equation computer proSrams (Smith, 1960).

The onedimensional wave equation is derived by applying Newtonrs Secqrd Law to a
short pile element. The wave equation is a second degree differqntial eguatim, which
solution is obtained by integration. Because of the complex boundary ccrditims,
however, a direct solution is difficult and impractical. Therefore, to enable a rational
solution with clearly defined boundary conditims, Smith (1960) separated masses and
forces in a mathematical model of the pile, the hammer, the capblock, the cushion, and
the soil, as shown in Fig. l. The model cmsists of a series of mass elements connectd
with weightless springs and subjected to outsi'Ce soil forces. The mass elements are
infhitely stiff. Their actual stiffness is represented by the weightless spring, which has
a stiffness equal to EA/L, where E is the modulus of elasticity of the material, A is the
cross sectional area, and L is the length of the mass element.
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Aggo.rdine to Smith (1.95.0), in the_ soil almg each pile element and at the pile tip, the
soil forces are modelled to cmsist of a static resistance, which is an eiasto-plastic
function of displacementr and a dashpot dynamic damping resistance, which is a'linear
function of the pile velocity.

hitiallyr the static soil resistance force increases linearly with the displacement of the
pile. At a certain displacement called the quake, the foice reaches a-maximum value.
Thereafter, the soil resistance is plastic, that is, continued displacement requires no
additional static force.

The .quake is usually assumed to be 2.i mm, but can vary withh a very wile range(Authier and Fellenius, 1980b)..Naturally, the quake along the pile shaft and at the pi.ie
end can differ. Furthermoie, the soil stiffness-(the slopJof the elastic portion)1y1ay or
may not be equal in loading and unloading.

" 
f ig. 2r.the assumed lieal behaviour of the static soilresistance iscompared with the

real static load-deformation curve (after Goble and Rausche, lg76). The amount of
enerSy dissipation is represented by the shaded areas. As the area of dissioated enersv
of the model should equal that of the reality, the quake in the model is set'smaller thin
the real quake.
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The linear proportionality of the damping resistance with the pile velocity, as assumed
by Smith (1960), has been shown to be incorrect in clay soils. Seer for hstance, Litkouhi
and Poskitt (19E0). However, the assumption of linearity is cmsiCered an acceptable
simplification in most practical cases.

Fig. 3 shows typical static and dynamic portions of soil resistance - both separately and
combined to a total soil resistance. A correspmding typical rrset-rebound graphrtr i.e.t
graph of penetration with time, is also shown in the figure.
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Modelling of soil resistance - static, dynamic, and total -
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The ratio between the velocity and the damping force is called the damping factor. It is
usually denoted rrjrr. Toe, or t ip, damphg, j., acts at the pile tip. Skin, or shaft,
damping, i"r at the pile shaft. kr. the orighal Slnith model, the dimension of the damping
factor is in"verse velocity, time/length, and the damping force generated is equal to the
damping factor times the velocity of the pile element times the activated static soil
resistance.

The Smith damping force will hcrease, as the soil resistance hcreases. However, when
the soil resistance increases, velocity is usually reduced, and a high velocity in a low
strength soil can give a damphg force similar to what is obtained from a smaller
velocity in a stronger soil. Conseguently, the Smith damphg factor is rather hsensitive
to the soil type, or to the soil dynamic properties. (For a parametric study of the
influence of the damphg factor see Ramey and Hudgins, 1977).

FIG. 4

Comparison of total soil resistance
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In an approach by Goble and Rausche (1976r, the damping factors are dimensimless and
the damping force is obtained by multiplying the velocity with the damping factor and
the pile-material impedance, EA/c, where c is the wave velocity in the pile. This
damping factor is called rrCase damping factor". In cdntrast to Smith damping, the
viscous Case damping can more easily be related to the soil properties. However, with
Case damping, the soil damping force becomes dependent also m the particular pile
material and cross sectimal area.

The dynamic portion of the soil resistance shown in Fig. 3 has been determined using
Case damping. Had Smith damping been used, insteadr'the results wouH have been
slightly different. Fig. 4 shows a comparison between the total resistance using Case
and Smith damphg ai applied to the example in Fig. 3. The assumption has been- made
that the two resistances are equal at point A in the diagram. As shown, Smith damping
results h the dynamic resistance being zero when the static resistance is zero - point Ct
in the diagram - although the pile has a velocity at this point.

For most engineering materials, the elastic modulus varies with the stress level and
depends m whether the load causing the elastic deformation is increasing or decreasing.
That is, the elastic modulus is in practice never truly cmstant, nor is the average slope
in loading truly parallel to the me in unloading. This difference is usually cmsiCered
insignificant h practice for common pile materials, such as steel and concrete.
However, for wood and other materials used in.capblocks and cushions, and when going
from one unit to another in the driving system (e. g. from hammer to anvil), the differ-
ence h stiffness in loading and unloading causes a loss of enerSy that is far from
insignif icant.

The stress-strain behaviour of cushion materials is illustrated in Fig. 5 showing an
idealized linear behaviour, i.e., constant stiffness, but with a difference in loading and
unloadhg stiffness causing in energy loss. The relative energy loss is given as a
coefficient of restitution, e, defined as the square root of the ratio between the energy
leaving the material (Ar) and the enerty given to the material (A, + Ar). It can also be

related to the stiffness (slope) in loading (kr) and in unloading (kr). Thvr, the coefficient

of restitution is equal to the square root of kllk..

The value of the coefficient of restitution is usually taken as 0.Ei in a Wave Eguation
Analysis, but it can vary appreciably from this value. A value of 0.85 means that the
stiffness in loading is 72% of the stiffness in wrloading, or that area A, is 28 % of area
A, + A2r or that almost 30 % of the energy is lost in that partic'ular unit. It is,
thbrefo-re, not surprisinS that actual measurements show that sometimes more than
.J0 % of the nomhal energy of a hammer is lost in the anvil-capblock-helmet{ushiqt-
system.

The energy lost is dissipated in the form of heat. For instance, after prolanged use, a
wood cushion burns and must be replaced. However, before buming, the cushiqr has
become so compressed, dried out from the heat, and hardened that its stiffness can have
increased by an order of magnitude and more.

In most computer Wave Equation Programsr k, and e are input, and the computer
calculates kr. However, in one commercially available protram, the vEAp protram,

which is discussed later, k, is input, and k, is calculated from k, and e. This program

uses, in addition, the more elaborate model of the stress-strain behaviour of materials
shown in Fig. 6.
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The Smith model permits all parameters in the analysis to be treated separately.
Hence, the effect can be isolated of a change of one parameter of one element on the
neighbouring elements, as well as m the entire calculation.

The calculation begins by giving the hammer ram an initial velocity. A pile head
displacement during a specific short t ime interval is calculated from the integral of the
velocity over this time interval. The displacement compresses the uppermost spring, and
the resulting force is calculated using the particular spring cmstant, which is the given
element stiffness. The acceleration of the next element is then computd using the
resultant force and the element mass, which then gives the element velocity at the end
of the time interval. Element by element, and time interval (increment) after time
interval, the computation is carried down the pile. Using the computed displacements
and velocities, the spring forces acting m each mass element are determined from the
spring deformations - pile and soil - and from the dashpot damping forces.

For a given application, a series of ult imate static soil resistance forces, R,,, damping
factors, j, and quake values, q, are assigned at each element. Then, the ram is given its
rated impact velocity, whereupon the computer takes over continuing the dynamic
computations through successive time increments unti l all element forces are smaller
than the R..-value assigned to the particular element. The resulting total permanent
displacemen\, and the lum of all individual element R,,-values givi a poini m a R..
versus displacement curve in a diagram called the t'Beahng Graph". In this procedure'i
the permanent displacement (or "Blow-countt') is determined, as resulting from a series
of assigned total resistances defining the shape of the Bearing Graph. However, the
diagram is plotted, by tradition, with the blow-count as the independent variable.

In addition to the Bearhg Graph, the Wave Equation Analysis gives stresses in the pile
and driving enerty developed in the pile, which also can be representd as a function of
the blow-count. Naturally, stresses, forces, and movements at different depths h the
pile, and at different t imes after impact, etc., can equally well be obtahed as output
from the computer.

There are a few commercially available computer programs for the Vave Eguatim
Analysis of pile drivhg. The programs most wllely loown and used in North America
are the TTI program (Hirsch et al., 1976) and the WEAP program (Gobte and Rausche,
1976). (An earlier versim of the TTI program was presented by Lowery et al., 1967).

The TTI program originates in the approacl by Smith (1960), but is modified to
accomodate a large variation of field problems. It is developed primarily for analysis of
piles driven with air/steam hammers or drop hammers. Diesel hammers are simply
modelled as drop hammers with an explosive force acthg in conjunction with the
impact.

The TTI protram uses Smith damping. However, as shown in Fig. 4, the strict Smith
damping approach results in a zero damping, force in urnloadingr'when the static
resistance is zero. This is undesirable, because at this point, the pile still has a
velocity. The program has corrected for this in a special calculation that brhgs the
total soil resistance closer to the results obtained by viscous damping and similar to the
B-C-D shape shown in Fig. 4.

The WEAP program was developed in response to some shortcomings of the TTI program
with regard to piles driven by a diesel hammer. The WEAP program models the actual
combustion sequence of the diesel hammer consitlering the volume of the combustion
chamber and the fuel injection. The proSram also calculates the ram rebound of the
hammer. When the rebound distance does not agree with the original downward travel of
the ram, the analysis is repeated with a new init ial ram travel unti l agreement is
achieved. Another development is the more representative stress-strain model
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mentiond above and in Fig. 6. Furthermore, the WEAP program allows the altemative
use of both Smith dilmping and viscous Case damping.

The WEAP protram has most of the currently available diesel hammers on file, which
makes it simple to run an analysis. Also, current air/steam hammers are on file, and the
program is equally well suitable for these hammer types, as well as for drop hammers.

The reliability of the Wave Equation Analysis depends on the retiability of the dynamic
and static soil parameters assumed as input values, i.e., coefficients of restitution,
damping factors, static resistance distributidrs, and quake values. See, for instance,
the parametric study by Ramey and Hudgins (1977). However, accurate hput values
necessitate knowledge of representative dynamic properties of the entire system, i.e.,
the hammer and its efficiency, the capblock, the cushion, the pile, and its components,
as well as of the soil. Then, the analysis is still susceptible to common occurrences, such
as improperly performing hammers, use of inadequate cushions and capblocks,
eccentricit ies in the leads arrangements, etc.

ln other words, the analysis necessitates an experienced operator with thorough
I<nowledge of not only computer work and piling practice, but also of soil mechanics and
actual behaviour of soils in practice.

The reports by Hirsch et al. (1976) and Goble and Rausche (1976) cmtain
recommendations for input values to use for specific corditions. With the recommended
input values, the analysis results in at least a qualitatively correct picture of the
drivhg, which is far more in agreement with reality than a calculation produced by
means of ordinary pile driving formulae. The Wave Equation Analysis will indicate for a
given pile the most suitable driving criteria and be immensely valuable, when comparing
dif ferent pile hammers.

However, a single Wave Equation Analysis run will anly by accilent give a
quantitatively correct prediction of the piledriving results. To accor.nt for variability in
the field, when performing a Wave Equation Analysis for use in an actual case, it is
necessary that several computer runs be made using a range of applicable input
parameters to result in a Bearing Graph, for instance, in the shape of more or less wiie
bands rather than a single curve.

Fig. 7 presents an example of an attempt to account for the variability in the fieH. The
results are given in two bands. One represents a normal hammer efficiency, and qre
represents a suspectd lesser efficiency. The upper and lower bounds of each band have
been determhed using two realistic ranges of quake values and damping factors.

The practical capacity of the applied hammer-pile-soil system is indicated by the start
of the flattening out of the curve. As shown h Fig. 7, this occurs within a range of
ultimate static resistance of 6J0 KN for the lower bound of the lower band and ll00 KN
for the upper bound of the upper band. Without having actual measurements and/or
previous experience from the actual hammer used for the actual pile at a similar site, if
not ,the actual site, such a variation must be expected, when trying to analyse a
Practical case.

The Dvnamic Monitoring and the Case-Goble system

The current l.rnowledge of the dynamic properties of the hammer<apblock-cushian-pile-
soil system selected for input in a Wave Equation Analysis is not adequate to enable an
accurate quantitative prediction of, for instance, the Bearing Graph. However, most of
the difficulties can be eliminated by measuring and studyht the strain (stress) waves
teneratd h the pile. The most well known and witiely sccepted system of measurement
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Results of Wave Equation Analyses of a closed-end pipe pile driven
with a drop hammer. Comparison is made between two hammer

. efficiences (HEFF), and a rante of quake values and damping factors.
(W = 2E KN, H = 1.0 rr'rr L = 12.2 rD1 D = 275 mm, RULT-SHFT = 450 KN).

is the Case-Goble system developed by Case Westem Reserve University, and Goble and
Associates, Cleveland (Goble et al., 1970, and Goble et al., 1980).

The Case-Goble system makes use of independent measurements of strain and
acceleration taken in the fieH during actual pile driving. (The mmitoring equipment is
described below). The strain is directly cmverted to force, and the acceleratioo is
intetrated to obtain the velocity of the pile. The measurements are taken by means of a
"Pile Drivhg Analyser Systemrr, which cmsists of several separate units. The actual
Analyser is a preprogrammed fieH computer developed by Pile Dynamics hc.,
Cleveland. When monitoring the driving of a pile, the Analyser is kept in a monitoring
station on the Sround, which is connected via a cable and a connector box to the
measuring tautes attached to the pile. The Analyser is also connectd to two auxillary
instruments: a storage oscilloscope and a minimum four channel analot tape recorder.
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The gauges consist of one pair of light strain transducers and me pair of piezoelectric
accelerometers with a built- in amplif ier. The two gauge pairs are normally bolted qrto
the pile about 0.5 m, or two to three pile diameters, below the pile head. The sigrals
from the Sauges are transmitted by a connector box hung below the pile head. From
there, one cable carries the signals to the Analyser.

The Analyser, in receiving the signals frorn the gauges, will calculate and print out on
Paper-tape three values. The operator can select the three values lrom ammg several
different alternative values, such as impact force, maximum force, developed enerty,
etc.' and a computd estimate of the mobil ized soil resistance (discussed below).

In computhg the output values, the Analyser makes use of operator entered calibration
factors of the gauges, pile related data, such as mass, length, wave speed, and other
variables.

Simultaneously with the print-out provided by the Analyser, the oscillorope displays
the traces from the two gauge pairs. The primary use of the oscilloscope is to enable
the operator to verify that the monitoring system functions properly. However, the
visual display of the traces provides the operator with a valuable support for an o-the-
spot judgement of the pile integrity, capacity, and general behaviour.

The measurements are, as mentioned, stord on a tape recorder. When playhg back the
taPe throuth the Analyser, the original driving is simulated. Values, which-were not
selected for prht-out the first time, can now be obtahed in a new output mode.

An important additional advantage of storing the measurements qr the magretic tape is
that the data can be processed in the laboratory by means of CAPWAP analysis
(discussed below).

For additional information on the use of the Pile Driving Analyser System, see Gravare
and Hermansson (1980), and Gravare et al. (1980).

Wave Traces

Fig. 8 shows an example of measured force and velocity resulting from a hammer blow,
as wave tracesdrawn against t ime. The time scale is marked in L/c-units. As shown, the
pile head first accelerates to a peak velocity, v, cohciding with the peak force in the
pile. This peak defines the time of . impact (more stringently, the time of impact is
defhed as time of zero acceleration). Thereafter, the magpitude of both the vblocity
and the force decreases. At time 2L/c after the impact, the reflected wave from the
pile tip is observed in the measurements (at the pile head).

When the reflected wave is a tension wave, the measured net force will decrease, while
the net velocity will hcrease (upper diagram). When the pile encounters tip resistance,
the reflected wave at time 2L/c is a compression wave hcreashg the measured force,
while decreasing the velocity of the pile (lower diagram).

One of the most useful aspects to consber in the visual study of the force and velocity
wave-trace diagram is that an input of force, such as a hammer blow, a helmet bornce,
etc. will shcw a parallel behaviour of the two traces. Reflections, however, whether in
tension or compression, will have the opposite effect m the wave traces, i.e., separate
them from each other.

When the .velocity trace is plotted to the scale of velocity times impedance,
v times EA/c, the two traces are proportional. Therefore, before any reflectibns have
been superimposed, the traces plot or top of one another. Later, when, for hstance,
reflected compression from soil resistance almg the pile shaft reaches the gauges at
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Force and velocity traces lrom a precast cqlcrete pile at easy driving
agahst l i tt le end reistance (upper diagram) and at harder driving agahst

more significant end resistance (lower diagram). (L = 43 m' A = 0.150 m').

the pile head, the two traces separate. The location of the separation indicates where in
the pile the shaft resistance occurs, and the extent of the separation is an indication of
the magnitude of the shaft resistance. The traces in Fig. 8 illustrate the above showing
how the traces init ially superimpose each other and, then, separate due to reflected
compression originating from soil resistance along the pile shaft.

As mentioned, a reflected tension wave decreases the net force h the pile. At the pile
head, the net force can never be appreciably negative, i.e., net tension cannot occur at
the pile head, because tension in the pile pulls the pile head down from the helmet and
hammer creating a free end, where forces must be zero. Therefore, the force trace
(from pile head measurement) cannot be indicative of large or small tension in the pile.
krstead, the velocity trace is used for this purpose.

tVhen the strain-wave encounters the location of damage in a pile, such as a crack, a
loss of cross section, a reduced stiffness due to local buckling, etc., a tension wave
reflection is sent back to the pile head superimposing the impact compression wave.
This is manifested in the records as a small tlbliptt on the traces, where the force
decreases momentarily and the velocity hcreases. This visual effect makes the
dynamic monitoring a very efficient tool for discovering damage in driven piles both as
to the extent of the damage and as to its location.
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Naturally, the "blip" can be treated analytically. The resulting guantitative information
is useful in judging the pile and can be related to specified limit values in a given case.
For complete discussions and examples on the interaction of the two wave traces, see
Rausche and Goble (1978r, Goble et al. (1980), Authier and Fellenius (1980a and l9E0b),
and L ik ins (1981).

The comblnation of the two indirect measurements of force and velocity is unique for
the Case-Goble system. The original innovation was simple, but ingenious. The two
traces allow a fruitful combination of quantitative measurements and analysis with
engineering judgement and experience. In fact, the Case-Goble system has in one leap
vastly improved the understanding of the complexity that is pile driving, and allowed a
quantitative and factual approach to the desigr and construction of piling projects.

Developed Energy

The energy developed in the pile by the hammer blow is the integral over time of the
product of measured force and velocity. The developed energy reaches its maximum
value, when the pile starts to rebound, i.e., velocity becomes netative, whereafter it
decreases (energy is sent back to the hammer). The maximum value of the energy
developed in the pile is defined as the energy delivered to the pile by the hammer.

The developed energy is not exclusively dependent on the hammer size, ccrditim, fuel,
losses in anvil and cushion, etc., but also on the respmse of the pile and the soil to the
hammer impact. A "softrr pile and/or a soft soil cannot provide enough resistance to the
impact for a large energy to develop.

The Case Method Estimate of Mobilized Soil Resistance

The Case-Goble system allows a field estimate to be made of the dynamically mobilized
soil resistance. The assumptions behind the computation are as follow.

* the pile material is ideally elastic
* the pile is of uniform cross section
* the soil resistance along the pile shaft and at the

pile tip shows rigftl plastic behaviour

Based on the above assumptions and the theory of wave propagation in uniform rods, a
mathematical relation has been established for the mobilized totat (dynamic and static)
soil resistance (Goble et al., 1970). kt words, the relation simply says that the mobil ized
total resistance is the averaSe of the force measured at the time of impact and at 2L/c
later plus the impedance of the pile times half the difference between the velocity
values at impact and 2L/c later.

ln Fig. 9, an example is given of a computation of the Case Method Estimate of the
mobilized total soil resistance from records taken when restriking a 34 m lmg precast
concrete pile.

The mobilized total soil resistance is greater than the mobilized static soil resistance.
(Note that the mobil ized soil resistance is only egual to the ultimate soil resistance, if
the pile has m6ilil-Sqrd the distance of- the quake). iTElEiEulated static ioil
resistance, called Case Method Estimate, is the difference between the mobil ized total
resistance and the damping force. The latter is a function of the pile tip velocity, as
comPuted from the measurements, multiplied with an input dampint factor, J. Goble et
al. (1970) have listed J-factors as empirically determined from corlelation with static
pi,le load tests.

The Case Method Estimate for determining the static soil resistance is cqtsiJered
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Example of measured force and velocity as wave tracesdrawn against
time, and calculation of mobilized total soil resistance according"to the

Case method (Precast concrete pile: L = 34 mr A = 0.0E0 m').

reliable, when used where previous studies and tests have proven the estimate to be
correct for similar piles driven with similar equipment. When this is not the case, the
method shouH be used cmservatively, or preferably, be calibrated with a static test
loading, as well as a complete laboratory computer analysis oI the dynamic records by
means of the CAPWAP analysis. (The CAPWAP analysis is discussed below). For detail
information and discussion qr the Case Method and variatims qr the approaches to
correlate the computatim with the fieH and to compensate for special ccrditions, see
Likins and Rausche (1981).

The Case Method Estimate'is sensitive to variation of the wave speed, because the
time, 2L/c, for a reflection from the pile tip to reach the gauge location is inversely
proportional to the wave speed. In driven cmcrete piles, for example, the wave speed is
affected by microcracks in the cdrcrete developing in prolmged driving, slacks in
splices, etc. Furthermore, the wave speed is a function of the csrcrete elastic modulus,
which is not a constant, but can diminish with an increase of stress level in the pile
(Fellenius, 1979).
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The largest influence on the Case Method Estimate, however, originates from the quake
distance. The assumption of rigid plastic behaviour of the soil means that the quake is
assumed to bg zero. This is, of course, not true, but it is an assumption commonly us€d
in soil mechanics applications. The quake value is usually small, about 2.5 mm as
mentioned above, although it can sometimes be much greater.

The strain-wave speed, c, in the pile varies from about 3000 m/s for wood to about
4000 m/s for concrete to about 5000 m/s for steel. As the pile tip has to accelerate and
travel the distance of the quake before the peak of the strain wave is reflected, there is
a delay of about a millisecmd in the refleCtion of the peak force, which corresponds to
a range of about 0.1 to 0.5 L/c-units for most piles. The delay is neglected by the
assumption of pure plasticity in the Case Method Estimate. For piles driven in low
quake soils, and/or by diesel hammers, which have a sigrif icant wave rise-time, the
assumPtion of ideal rigidity is usually of l i tt le consequence, however. Generally, unless
the conditions are extreme, the value of the Case Method Estimate can reliably be
correlated to actual static bearing capacity of a pile.

The CAPWAP Computer Analysis

The advantages of the Wave Eguation Analysis and the fieH measurements by means of
the Pile Driving Analyser have been combined in a computer program called CAPWAP
(actuallyr a family of programs) developed by Casg Western Reserve [Jniversity,
Cleveland. The CAPWAP analysis is very much superior to conventional Wave Equation
Analysis, because in using hput of actually measured data it is independent of both
natural variations of input data and of subperforming hammers. The details of the
method are given in a milestone paper by Rausche et al. (1972).

For analysis with the CAPWAP program, the measured analog force and acceleration
curves are first digit ized. Thereafter, the computer takes the acceleration curve and
calculates with the aid of six operator- controlled variables a force curve, which is
matched to the measured force curve. The six variables are, slCe and tip quake, slle and
tip damPing' and load along the pile shaft and at the pile tip. The operator interacts
with the computer, making several successive runs, each time improving cr the match
between the computed and the measured force curves. The results of the analysis is the
distribution of the mobil ized soil resistance, i.e., the ultimate static bearing capacity,
when fully mobilized, and, also, the selection of variables used to achieve the final
match.

Fig. l0 presents an example from four CAPWAP runs on data from a steel pipe pile
driven with an air/steam hammer. The figure shows how, successively, the match is
improved from the first trial to the fourth. Prior to time ZLlc, the operator is
essentially concerned with the shaft resistance modelling. At and beyond 2L/c, the end
resistance is included. Note that the effect of the hammer assemblydrop at about 5 L/c
is matched' also. The match shown was achieved with an trnusually small number of
trials. Sometimes a good match requires more work. Foi examples of final force and
velocity matches see Rausche et al. (1972r, Rausche (1980), and Gravare (1980).

As in the case of an analysis of results from static test loading, the CAPWAP analysis is
influenced by the effect of so called residual loads. The analysis assumes that all pile
elements are unstressed before the analysed blow takes place. However, it is probable
that often the previous blows have built in a stress between the soil and the pile
precompresshg the pile elements. This is i l lustrated in Fig. l l . The upper diagram
shows an initial blow drawn assuming no precompression in the pile element. However,
shouH the movement of the pile stop before all the forces are equalized, a
precomPression condition sets in resulting inr a residual load and correspording
compression in the pile element. Then, for the next blow, as shown in the lowei
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diagram, when assuming that the pile element has no resllual compression, the analysis
(e.9. CAPVAP) will result in a larger than real soil resistance and quake values acting
on the element. As the pile forces are in equilibrium, the overestimation will be
compensated by underestimation of other elements, which are subjected to resiJual
tension and, therefore, causing the analysis to result in smaller than real soil resistance
and quake values. The total ultimate soil resistance will be uraffected, but not the
distribution between the pile elements (i.e. of shaft resistance almg the pile), and/or
between shaft and end resistance.

HAMMER ASSEMELY DROP,

I

T I M E  L / c

FORCE,  MEASURED

FORCE, COMPUTED FROM MEASURED ACCELERATION

FIG.  IO

Example of a successive CAPWAP force-match. Time for impact and
the 2Llc rante are indicated. Note hammer assembly drop at about 5L/c.
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When required, the CAPWAP analysis can model the effect of resiCual loads. However,
an acceptable match can be achieved by manipulating soil stiffness and damping, also.
Therefore, resirlual loads and precompression, or pretension, cannot always be
considered in a CAPWAP analysis. This is a mhor issue, however, because during the
driving of a pile, reslCual loads are rarely of any significant magnitude. They are, in
fact, of much greater importance for the evaluation of results from static test loading.
For additional views on this subject, see Holloway et al. (1978).

FIG.  I  I

Static soil resistance load-penetration diagram for a pile element.
Upper diagram: when unaffected by reslCual loads

Lower diagram: when affected by resiCual compression loads.
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Potential Applications of Dvnamic Monitoring with the Pile Driving Analvser

The modern use of dynamic measurements in-situ paired with detailed analysis in the
laboratory ushg the Pile Driving Analyser and CAPWAP analysis have removed much of
the guesswork from pile engineering. Potential uses of the system are summarized
below.

A. Hammer performance

* Measured energy versus manufacturerts rated value
* Effects of cushion properties and helmet assembly
* Effects of varied operating pressures, strokes, fuel changesr etc.
* Comparisons of different models and makes of hammer
* Hammer operating diff iculties
* Whether the changes h blow-count are caused by soil chantes or

by (otherwise unknown) changes in the hammer performance

B. Pile performance

i Magrritude of driving stresses in the pile
* Extent and location of suspected pile damage
* Total length of existhg piles

C. Pile bearhg capacitv

* Determination of mobilized soil resistance
* Location of adequate bearing strata
* Confirming or disproving adequacy of refusal criteria specified
* Providing data for CAPWAP and WEAP analyses
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